Influence of confinement on the electrostatic interaction between charged colloids: a (N,V,T) Monte Carlo study within hyperspherical geometry.
Monte Carlo simulations within closed hyperspherical geometry are used to analyze the ionic distribution around two confined charged colloids to determine the origin of the net attraction recently reported in the literature. A scaling procedure is used to compare our numerical results obtained with small ideal colloids with the conclusion of the measurements performed with large silica colloids. Although no electrostatic attraction is detected under confinement, our simulations exhibit a significant reduction of the electrostatic repulsion between charged colloids confined between two weakly charged walls. After rescaling to reproduce the electrostatic repulsion between large confined colloids, our numerical results are qualitatively consistent with the reported attraction because we reasonably expect a reduction of the electrostatic force between such confined colloids below the order of magnitude of their van der Waals attraction.